
Dr. Cyril Wecht, pathology 	 5/9/93 
1200 Centre Ave., 
Pittsburgh, PA 15219 

Dear Jy ril, 

It is the real Ted Gandolfo. Only he would conceive of such a stunt! With such 
an invalid reason for it. I did not Mspond to his offer of a free VCR, there was no 
flyer in what ho sent me, and it is aivarent that we've lie. rd nothing about his major 
event. If we hoar, I doubt it will be oven tenable. Noreover, he is not capable of pro- 
ducing an. "all-inclusive, total history of the JFIC assassination." 

The last time he made such a big claim he aid he'd heard eight hours of what 
Fritz recorded when he interviewed Oswald. That came to mm glat nothing. He told me ho had 
the tapes in a bank box in New York. 

Do I have to ask what kind of person Aretends he is in terminal illness and then has 
died? if I recall cokoctly, first -slang for money for his wife? 

flaybe we'll hoar farther from him about this, maybe not. We'll see. 

For your information only, I took a selection of Livingstone's mmacing letters to the 
states attorney's office, spoke to and gave them to an assistant who thought there might 
be violations.of federal laws in some, and I'm to hear further after she reads them and than 
talks to her boss. My hunch is that while h has violated the Maryland code they will be 
anwilling to iposecute because it involves a so-called writer and a so-called book. Ho vas 
to have turned the ms. in three weeks ago. 

I'm rousing char-sided paper, discarded pages,Lundrreds of them, of the now book. 
In fact, Idrafted the vole thing on such rupee. Mayke save a bit of oil and if not a 

tree, sac branches. 

Best ishes, 



Ted Gandolfo✓ 
857 Garfield Street 

Franklin Square,N.Y.II0E0 

4/21/93 

COPIES TO LANE,WECHT,WEISBERG- 

Hello,Gents, 

Yes, I'm still alive. I had to circulate the "news" that I died so as to provide anonymity for myself so that I could travel to somewhere to see some people pertaining to an important aspect of the JFK case you'll no doubt be hearing about in the near future, so it was worth it,OK??0K!! 

Just thought you might want to read from an undated, but very recent. new newsletter that ismaking its rounds across the country: 

best, 

• 

P.S. In reference to the 22-hour videotaped all-inclusive 1,EOX total history of the JFK assassination (enclosed flyer) I've self-produced and are selling like hotcakes..(thanks to Stone's "JFK" movie, if either/or all of you 3 gents would like a complete set..FREE OF COURSE.. just write me and let ma know,OK??..01W. T.G. 
P.P.S. I've written to Senator Boren asking when they will release the JFK (Warren Commission & HSCA) files and got no answer in 3 months. Do any of you know when that's going to happen.Please inform me.Thanks. 
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